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Abstract: One of the most critical moments in the life of an 
exchange program is the day when you submit the funding 
proposal. At that moment your ambitions for the program 
must take the form of a credible and affordable action plan. 
This paper looks at common errors or omissions that can 
make a proposal less competitive, or create problems 
further downstream. M y  observations are based upon 
experiences as a proposal reviewer, evaluator for four 
exchange programs, and consultant to a consortium of 
European universities. 
Review Criteria: To begin, let’s consider the review 
criteria used by the Fund for the Improvement of Post- 
secondary Education (USDEFIPSE), a government fund 
that supports international exchange and curriculum 
development. These criteria can be applied to most 
exchange proposals. 
Significance: 
1) To what extent does the project address an 
important problem or need? 
2 )  To what extent will this differ from, or improve upon 
existing practices? 
3) Will the project benefit students (as opposed to 
researchers)? 
4) Will the work have a broader impact, perhaps as a 
model for other disciplines? 
5 )  Will the project provide cost-effective services? 
Feasibility: 
An appropriate response to the stated need? Do the 
outcomes follow from the plan? 
Can the applicant do the proposed work? 
Does applicant understand the problem? 
Quality of project design (clear objectives, sound 
approach, good evaluation plan, etc.) 
Adequate resources? - money, personnel, facilities, 
equipment, supplies, etc. 
Qualified personnel in key roles? 
Commitment - applicant, other participants; sufficient 
contribution of resources? 
Does the applicant’s work in this area indicate a stake 
in the success of the project? 
Likelihood of continuation after grant ends? 
Potential for dissemination? Will other organizations 
be able to use this effectively? 
Keeping the criteria in mind, what can be done to produce a 
competitive funding proposal? 
Approach & Attitude 
Don’t Try to Do Too Much: Grant announcements open 
with a philosophical statement about the sponsor’s 
objectives. Some applicants turn this into an outline, and 
quickly lose sight of their original concept as they stretch to 
meet every possible objective. The antidote: write the 
proposal around the sponsor’s criteria for evaluation. 
Periodically run a reality check: has the plan become too 
ambitious and will it be unwieldy and hard to implement? A 
grant applicant should be positive, but objective and 
conservative in making promises. Reviewers appreciate a 
no-nonsense plan built around a few well-defined 
objectives. And one other thing - the sponsor may ask you 
to add features to your project, sometimes with no increase 
in budget. You will weaken your bargaining position if you 
promise too much too soon. Carefully evaluate any 
additional tasks, no matter what they add to the budget. 
They may be more trouble than they are worth. 
Don’t Write a Dissertation: Put yourself in the position of 
a program officer or reviewer with 25 proposals to 
competitively rate in two days. Think of how much detail a 
reviewer can absorb in 20 minutes and still distinguish from 
other proposals. In the case of FIPSE, some reviewers have 
experience in engineering education - and some don’t. The 
bottom line is whether an educator in another discipline can 
understand the proposal the first time through - if not, 
rewrite it! Ask yourself if the basic elements of need, 
solution, and outcomes are clear, unambiguous, and in plain 
view. Help the reviewer by starting with a concise statement 
of the problem and proposed action, and from there on, 
strive for elegance in the simplicity of your presentation. 
Doing Your Homework 
Responsibility: Grant competitions for university exchange 
consortia are becoming more common, because sponsors see 
this as a good way to leverage money and effort. Applicants 
who represent a bilateral partnership or a six-member 
consortium are responsible for every-thing in the proposal 
submitted to a U.S. sponsor. Be prepared to edit your 
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European Union or a regional development fund may not 
address your sponsor’s review criteria. 
A number of proposals in a recent E.U./U.S.A. competition 
needed more editorial control over the materials provided by 
the European partners. Important points were simply not 
addressed, especially on the actual capabilities and 
commitment of the European partners. It seemed that a 
number of the applicants did not allow sufficient time to 
gather, review, and edit the materials in a way that met the 
US.  sponsor’s review criteria. 
Institutions should agree at the outset on the 
information needed, both for a competitive proposal and a 
workable program. Potential partners should be identified 
well in advance, allowing time to assemble information on 
the partners and cooperating industries. There should be an 
agreement on coordination and responsibility for the 
proposals. Once done, much of the “boilerplate” will 
change very little from one proposal to the next. 
Homework: Find Out What Already Exists: Inadequate 
background research is a common shortcoming, perhaps 
more noticeable in proposals for the development of 
courses, Internet and software-based teaching materials, 
data bases, and distance-learning programs. It’s not easy to 
catalogue existing software and Web materials - hut an 
effort must be made. This would be a part of any good 
product development and marketing plan, and inter- 
national exchange is no exception -- exchange requires 
developmental funding in the same way as a product or 
service. 
Not that many ideas are totally new or unique (a much- 
abused term), but may be in a given context. You may 
simply have a better way to do the job, and that may be 
sufficient to attract a grant. You may be sending up a red 
flag by using words like “unique, nothing of this kind 
exists, or no one is doing this.” Be prepared to back up 
these claims or don’t make them. Reviewers expect a 
candid, unvarnished explanation of how the proposed work 
will be the same, different, complementary, or an 
improvement on existing practices. 
Enhanced professional opportunities for graduates: 
Nearly all of the proposals that I’ve read claim that 
exchange students will be more attractive to employers - 
very few try to back up this claim. I cannot recall a proposal 
in which employer needs were documented and linked to 
the exchange experience. Program planners need to ask 
executives or recruiters from multinational companies what 
they view as relevant international experience. What 
should a US. student in France or Germany learn about 
European engineering and management practices? Is that 
knowledge a marketable commodity, and is the program 
designed to deliver it? Employer acceptance is seldom 
mentioned as a measure of success. 
Some proposals make superficial claims about the 
increased mobility of graduates with exchange experience. 
In practice it’s not easy for U.S. graduates who lack the P.E. 
certificate to be recognized as ‘‘professionals’’ in other 
countries. If you take the professional mobility argument 
beyond a certain point, you have to address the issue of 
professional recognition and the sourcing practices of 
multinational companies. Both can be impediments to 
international mobility. 
Information Exchange: Information may be the most 
important element in an exchange project. The selection of 
appropriate partners depends on good information, as does 
program marketing, advising, and the later evaluation of 
student work.1 In practice, relatively few proposals include 
an actual plan for information exchange. All too often this 
point is absolved in one sentence saying that the partners 
will exchange bulletins and program literature. 
Avoid making assumptions about information resources 
in other countries and their universities. There are 
significant differences in regulatory practices, accreditation, 
and campus data systems.2 The marketing and advising 
culture is quite different in systems where universities don’t 
have to recruit and where students have fewer academic 
options. Determine your information requirements at the 
outset, and find out how much of the information is 
computerized and in English. 
Good information is a critical element in your 
marketing effort. Will you be able to show your students a 
professional rationale for study abroad? Do you know 
enough about your partner’s capabilities, strengths, and 
market-able features to successfully recruit students? 
Looking ahead to the evaluation of your students’ academic 
experience, do you under-stand the competencies that are 
actually developed in the courses and projects offered by 
your partners? 
The lead institution in a consortium should address 
information exchange in the project plan. This means a 
summary of what each partner can offer, based on the level 
of the institution and its students, program type and goals, 
and relations with specific industries. In many cases, a well- 
structured faculty visit in the first year would be a desirable 
feature. 
The Capabilities of Exchange Partners: I once asked the 
partners in an exchange consortium to state why their 
institutions were good places for engineering exchange, and 
how they prepared students to enter the engineering 
profession. Did they do this through projects, practical 
experience, industrial contact, or other means? Would 
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these provide good experiences for exchange students? The 
response was negligible. 
I urge advisors and students to look for courses and 
projects that build professional competencies like those 
listed in the ABET 2000 Criteria. 2 Unfortunately, the 
typical university publications don’t help, because very few 
foreign engineering faculties have gotten beyond broadly- 
stated program objectives. Absent program accreditation, 
very few define their programs around competencies.4 This 
information may be in the course syllabi which are in the 
hands of individual faculty members. 
Internships have become a “hot button,” but very few 
proposals describe actual relation-ships between the partner 
institutions and industries. In Western Europe, Canada, and 
Mexico, regional industries often influence the content of 
academic programs and internship prospects.5 This is not 
as clear with institutions in Eastern Europe, where 
institutional and industrial capabilities vary widely.5 
Internship proposals lose credibility when there is no 
discussion of working relationships with industry. 
Writing the Project Plan: 
consider in writing the actual proposal. 
Here are some points to 
The Benefit to Students: Read the program criteria very 
carefully - are you obligated to move or involve students in 
specific ways? Suppose that your primary interest is in 
inter-national curriculum development and faculty 
exchange. What benefit to students must be shown to meet 
the grant criteria? If students must be served, you may lose 
points if it appears that the proposed curriculum 
development activity will not involve students in the 
planning, testing, or validation of the new materials. Make 
sure that your student component appears as an integral part 
of the project, but not as an afterthought. 
A Clear Activity Plan for Students: The shorter the 
exchange program, the greater the need for a cogent activity 
plan. Travel costs become a significant item when 
amortized over a month. For short and long programs, the 
trick is to show how the activity will produce a fairly 
specific learning experience. 
In marketing exchange programs, it’s fine to talk about 
the benefits that accrue from learning language and culture. 
But students want to know more -- “why study engineering 
abroad, what’s involved, and what’s the payoff?’ Quite 
simply, I think that students are looking for a professional 
or career rationale for such an undertaking. The actual mix 
of academic and practical work may depend on student 
preferences, but proposals should at least include activity 
models. A proposal loses credibility when it’s hazy about 
leaming objectives, core activities, and what will be 
evaluated for academic credit. 
Industrial Internships / Practical TraininP: This year 
saw another E.U./U.S.A. grant competition for consortial 
academic exchange and practical training. Curiously, very 
few proposals addressed the content of the practical 
experience, despite the fact that the European partners have 
years of experience with internships and practical training. 
Practical training is an integral part of a European 
engineering student’s legal formation, although the length 
and content varies between the universities, polytechnics, 
and other bachelor’s-level institutions.? One would assume 
that the work experience has been defined, and on the U.S. 
side, that our employers understand where and how to use 
interns. It’s reasonable to expect at least model job 
descriptions for interns, and a discussion of how the work 
supports project objectives. When this information is 
lacking, the reviewer is left to wonder if the plan will work. 
I recall one proposal (not an isolated case) where 
nothing was said about the industrial connections of the 
French lead institution. On my own, I determined that the 
school was within two miles of one of France’s largest 
automobile assembly complexes, and close to a host of parts 
manufacturers. Curiously, the school made no mention of 
relationships with these industries. Having worked in 
Europe, I am aware of the supply/demand issues related to 
internships, and I have seen how internships are often 
arranged on an ad hoc basis. My concern is that when 
industrial relationships are not explained in the proposal, a 
reviewer may assume that they are weak or don’t exist. 
Without internship job descriptions, it’s difficult to 
present a plan for the evaluation of work experiences. This 
undercuts statements about “increased understanding.” A 
proper analysis of internship experience could tell us much 
about the competencies expected of graduates and the 
professional standards in other countries. 
Be wary if your overseas partners can’t provide 
internship job descriptions or models. A common problem 
is inadequate support on the host campus. Even when 
students request an internship in advance, it is not unusual 
for them to arrive and find that no contacts have been made. 
An employer may want to see the intern before making a 
commitment, but it’s rough when your student, newly 
with employers who are disinclined to hire a foreign visitor. 
Make sure that you know about your partner’s industrial 
links and what they can actually deliver. 
arrived and struggling to get a grip, must initiate contacts 
International Faculty “Dialogue”: Sounds great, looks 
great, but does the plan explain w& this is necessary? 
Catch phrases such as a “need to explore differences” won’t 
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three basic questions: a) What is the need or rationale for 
the dialogue; b) what are the critical issues and core 
questions; c) how will the resulting information be 
analyzed, by whom, and how will it be reported? 
It is intriguing to see heterogeneous consortia, 
including research universities, bachelors-level institutions, 
and other two- to four-year technical or specialized 
institutions. U.S. proposals rarely discuss what might be 
learned by analyzing courses, projects, and student work 
within a mixed consortium - e.g., a comparison of selected 
courses and student work in a U.S. engineering school, a 
German fach-hochschulen, and a French polytechnic.5 
Many proposals for international curriculum 
development lack this kind of “projection.” Very few 
explain what the overseas partners can offer in terms of 
knowledge or innovative methods. Most speak of course 
articulation based on specific topics, hours, and pre- 
requisites, but very little about the competency goals of 
different programs -- such as engineering design,? or 
capabilities in project management and product realization. 
The applicant should know enough about the partner’s 
programs to lay out core questions for a dialogue .- e.g.: 
The scientific prerequisites for success in a German 
university engineering course. How U.S. engineering design 
courses will complement the education of a French student. 
The computer skills used in selected courses in the U.S. and 
the Nether-lands. The preparation that a U.S. student needs 
for 4th and 5th year projects in a French polytechnic 
institution, or the ability of U.S. students to function in a 
Danish project-based M.E. curriculum. The proposal 
should define what the faculty expects to learn, why this is 
significant, and how it can be disseminated. 
The Evaluation Plan: A good evaluation plan starts with 
a clear sense of the problem and a workable set of 
objectives. Proposals to FIPSE need a bit of experimental 
design, because LlPSE wants to know what can be learned 
from a project and applied to other endeavors. For example, 
one proposal for “transatlantic” faculty workshops failed to 
define the content of the workshops and their intended 
outcomes. People would come great distances for an 
undefined, yet “important” activity. Lacking such 
definitions, the applicant could not construct a sensible 
evaluation plan. To sum up, if you have written a proposal 
for curriculum development and articulation activities, 
make sure that the need, learning objectives, and scheme for 
analysis are well defined. 
Your general and specific promises become your 
evaluation parameters and define the information needed to 
manage the project. The same information that you use for 
ongoing project management can feed into your evaluation. 
Make sure that the information you collect relates directly to 
the promises made in the proposal. 
Projects can falter when they promise out-comes that 
cannot be controlled or achieved through the project plan. 
For example, a proposal that projects a 50% increase in the 
number of exchange students, half of whom will be women. 
Laudable, but both outcomes are subject to external 
variables - student attitudes and finance, the economy, 
politics, and conditions in the host countries. 
Marketing Strategy & Plan: Exchange pro-grams have to 
be marketed in order to attract students and gain the support 
of faculty and employers. Relatively few proposals address 
marketing or budget for this activity. 
To begin, there must be a program CONCEPT, from 
which a MARKETING STRATEGY can be developed. 
One of the first steps in a marketing campaign is the 
identification of customers, needs, and attitudes. Has your 
institution ever done a survey of students and faculty to 
ascertain their views on international issues and careers? 






Language & culture in 
a professional context 
Culture on1 
short-term 
The next step is to build a strategy based on a rationale for 
study abroad, the attitudes likely to help or hinder 
exchange, and the desired “products” or services. Then 
consider the capabilities of your partners: can they deliver 
the educational experience that you plan to market to your 
students? 
Discussions on exchange program marketing often 
dwell on TACTICS, which are only as good as the 
marketing concept and strategy. Tactics include such things 
as : 
I Student ambassadors I Use language programs I 
Conceptual & Project Approach: A conventional 
exchange program provides access to courses in a foreign 
institution. Students may, or may not, get the best 
experience from an “a la carte” selection, and prospective 
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students can get bogged down trying to select and match 
individual courses. My view is that engineering students 
will respond better to exchanges based on a concept and 
presented as a package. For example, a package of courses 
and projects at ITESM, designed to deliver an 
understanding of manufacturing engineering in Mexico, a 
product realization package at T.U. Munich, or a chemical 
plant designkonstruction experience at Lyon. 10, 11 
We teach our students how to plan and manage 
projects, so why not present exchange as a project, rather 
than as a box of loose parts. When defined as a project, 
exchange starts with a need, moves to a solution, requires 
thought about methods, and lays out fairly specific 
outcomes. On the front end it is easier to market a coherent 
experience, and on the back end, easier to evaluate the 
results. 
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